Faithfulness

Galatians 5:22-23; Titus 2:9-10; Luke 16:10-11;
Luke 19:17; 2 Tim 2:11-13
Weekend of August 15-16, 2020
NorthRidge Value of the Week
Relationships - We value working together in unity as a team, with honest, healthy
and loving relationships.
Sermon Summary
Are you trustworthy? I suppose that question could be taken as an insult. But I have
noticed that the trustworthy don't mind. They are focused on proving it every day any
way. The payoff is great. That's why our good God wants to cultivate the Spirit's fruit
of faithfulness in our lives.
Discussion Questions
Do you have a go-to motto or saying? You know, a simple statement that you recite
from time to time. Share it. When, where, and why did you start saying it?
Do you have a person in your life that you think of when you think about the word
faithfulness? What have they done that has made them so faithful to you?
READ Luke 19:11-27
Discuss this passage. In light of Pastor Ben’s sermon, what you understand this
passage to mean?
Okay, Ben challenged us to discuss verse 27. It’s a difficult one. What do you think?
Is Jesus being literal here, or simply trying to hammer His point home?
If you’re unsure about Jesus’ love and faithfulness, immediately following this story,
we read about the Triumphal Entry -- Jesus entering Jerusalem in the beginning of the
events that we refer to as Holy Week. We remember how that week played out and

how Jesus shows His ultimate display of love on the Cross. Consider this as you pray
for one-another to close out your group time!
Memory Passage
Jeremiah 17:7-8 - “But blessed is the one who trusts in the LORD, whose confidence
is in him. They will be like a tree planted by the water that sends out its roots by the
stream. It does not fear when heat comes; its leaves are always green. It has no
worries in a year of drought and never fails to bear fruit.”
Verses We Read Together in Worship
Jeremiah 17:7-8
Lamentations 3:22-24
Songs We Sang Together in Worship
My Feet are on the Rock
Fierce
One Thing remains
Yes and Amen

